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Parameter Mui mum Internal Tempe a.tu re 
Ba.s.ic J"e1ime (Table I) 
Begin aolllysi:s al 6pm 
101. •bsorbUon of internal longwave radiation 
101. ahsorbtion of internal shortwave miation 
IOW /m2 poverwpplled to Lhe canopy 
IOV /mZ poYer supplied lO the ground 
:500m3/hr fofiJlJ"ation of out.side Ilic 
Pea.t solu lnpul increased t.o 900 . .1000 .. 900Ti /mZ 
SoiJ conductivily doubled 
Soil LbermaJ capaclly doubled 
Soil longvave ahsorbtivity/emissivity increued lo 901. 
Soil shortwave reflectivily increased to 4'1. 
AJJ soil layer Lhictnesses doubled to O.lm 
Soil lower' layers only doubled to O.lm 
Ground convection increased by 2'1. 
C&nopy convection increased by 2'1. 
Outside a.fr highest temperature increased to .co·c 
Minimum RH reduced t.o l1. 
Minimum outside a..ir tempera Lure increased lo 23 · C and 
Maiimum RH increased to 471. (July/August -...eathed 

Table '· Summary of Sensitivity Runs. 

3l.9"C 
36.2 
2.C.t 
34.3 
36.6 
36.2 
36.2 
36.7 
3'P 
31.9 
36.2 
3.c.8 
32.4 
36.2 
36.3 
3H 
38' 
33.0 

37.0 

Briefly. Lhe conclusion of this paper is that it is possible to design &nd 
construct LCM:Es I.hat ma..inla..in within themselves climates tha.l a.re 
signifkanUy cooler than out.side. These LCM.E.s function by p113Sive means 
a.Jone : that is to Slly. they need no a..irconctitioniog or other pover-consumiog 
devices. Their potential uses ue eitensive: agriculture a.nd horticulture a.re 
obvious choices . CompuleT studies have shovn I.hat• louvred roof canopy that 
provides the necessary theTmaJ control stiJJ admits sufficient daylight for 
vigourous pla.nl growth . Other uses include shopping centres. office parks and 
manufacturio g facilities . 111 aJI these cases. the LCME would provide a Tolume 
of space in which other more conventionaJ buildings would be cooslructed. 
These cooveotionaJ buildings would then require fu less insulation and 
a.irconctitioning tha.n I.hey would if I.hey vere outside the LCME. 
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TEST CELL RESULTS ON HEAVY 
VENTILATED WALLS IN MEDITERRANEAN CLIHATE 

F. Aleo, H. Antinuci, H. Cocilovo and s. Sciuto 
Conphoebus s.c . r.l. - Via Leopardi 148 

I-95127 Catania, Italy 

I. Introduction 

The research and development activity h 
on t e ventilated heavy walls car-

ried out by CONPllOEBUS, was finalized to introduce new prefabrication te 
cl hn lques' able to improve the therm;il bel1"v iour of bul ldl nos into tl -
ocal buildi fi ,,. • - "' 

th ff ng rms. Such improvements are mainly directed to control 
e e. ects of solar radiation during summer, since the constructive t -

polog1es developed for continental cl' t ~ y 
1ma .es uo not match the peculiar dia 

rncl..,rfstlcs of the Hedll.err:mem1 cl !males. . -

The specific cli ti di . . ma c con tions of the Hedlterrane~n 1re~, 
- - n besides play-ing an important role for the d i f r d 

neerl of " new t t th d l es gn o a.;a e components, <>mpl"1siz<> I he 
IL .es . me o o ogy which :ii lows l.o t:ikf' Into :iccounl s11ila-
;a~ ~~~i~~:y ll1e . outslde lemperalure, hul :iJ.~o the efff'<'I ,; 11., lo;"" -~n-

on which reaches the fa~ade. In fact lhe combined ;ictlon of 
~~e w;de temperature fluctuation between night and day-time (typical of 

e c lmatP. of Catania as well as of mm1 h · 
th h. I J • . y ol et med lterrane:111 towns) ilnd 

e 1g 1 ntP.ns1 ty of solar racli ! i I d 
havi - a on, "" s " rapid tr·;rnsif'nl: llter·m;il he 

our of the walls. Therefore those test methodologies based on -ste"d --=-

or quasi-steady state conditions, are insufficient. Bearing that I~ ~in~ 
the need to utilize test methodologies slml.lar to t.ho,<;e "dopted f '. 
ve components, ls a matter f or pass_!_ 
h' h i 1 o course. For such reason three test C<>lls 

:t:~i sd mu Bate an lntermediatf! ambient of a multistories builrllng, -... e~~ 
ze · Y means of these cells the following wall typologi"es 

sted: were te-

a) heavy wall with an outward curt~Jn h - t ermal Insulation 
b) wall like 't ) b 

) 
1 em a ut with a light ventilating overwall 

c wall like item a) but with a semi-heavy ventilating overwall. 

;he last tw~ typologies were deslgned ;incl build in cooper·ation with two 
ocal building firms specialized in prefabricated walls. 

Winter and summer tests were performed; lhefr resuHs 
ment with the values obtained by means of" simulati~~ 
cently developed. 

"r" in good "gree
computer model re-

-

_, , 



.J 
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2. Choice of the walls to be tested 

2.1 Selection of the most suitable existing typology 

The choice of the walls to be tested was the final result of a detailed 
analysis which, starting from a market-research, led us to define and d~ 
sign some component prototypes. 
The steps through which the analysis was carried out were: 

- Market-research and knowledge of the constructive techniques of the l~ 
cal prefabrication firms 
Analysis of the existing wall typologies and evaluation of their ther-

mal behaviour in the local climate 
- Choice of the best wall typology among the existing ones 

Setting of two prototype designs which improve the energy performance 

of the chosen wall typology. 

The first step pointed out the largest market acceptance for the heavy 
wall, specially in medium/large buildings both public and private. Such 
trend is matched by the diffusion of firms which are equipped with plants 
for heavy wall prefabrication. From the energy point of view, the heavy 
multilayer wall allows to place suitably the thermal insulation respect 
to the thermal inertia, according to the occupation time of the building 
and to the exposure of the faGade. In fact the position and the wideness 
of the inertial mass allow to affect the delay-time and the attenuation 

of t.he therm11l wave. 

Nevertheless the constructive techniques locally utilized deliver a pro
duct which is burdened by a handicap: the thermal bridges. In fact, acco! 
ding to the different constructive techniques, full stiffening ribs (hav
ing wideness up to 207. of the frontal area) or metallic joints (between 
inward and outward faces) are normally present. Those thermal bridges, b~ 
sides improving the thermal conductance, cause many troubles like water 

steam condensation, mould development, etc. 

Therefore, the curtain thermal insulation remains the only existing typo
logy which is able to avoid the afore mentioned troubles. Such curtain 
may be placed inward or outward; the former is more effective where the 
occupation time ls continuous (i.e. residential buildings)(l,2). Never
theless the outward thermal insulation may be subject to premature ageing 

and to worsening of performance, due mainly to: 

- rapid temperature increase when the wall is reached by solar radiation 
- thermal cycles between day and night-time with amplitude as large as 

20°c 
waler molslure absorption during winter. 
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2.2 The "Ventilated Wall" 

In order to avoid these troubles, the best solution is "the ventilated 
wall". It consists of an overwall placed outside the insulation in such 
a position as to obtain an air gap. Two slits, up and down, connect the 
air gap to outside and allow that, when the heat transmitted through the 
overwall warms the air in the gap, a natural circulation starts for sta
ck effect. So, both the rapid thermal increase of the insulation surf ace 
and the wide temperature fluctuation between day and night-time, may be 
avoided. Furthermore, the natural circulation of warm air over the insu
lation surface rmuves the moisture excess, keeping high insulation perfo! 
mance. On the contrary if the slits are kept closed during winter, the 
global thermal resistance of the wall may be suitably increased. 

So, the three test cells were equipped on South fa~ade with three diffe
rent wall typologies: one reproduces the best existing typology for res! 
dential building (outward curtain insulated wall), the other two are si
milar to the first, but with an overwall made of: 

- Glass Reinforce Concrete (GRC), J cm thick 
- Steel Reinforced Concrete, 5 cm thick (the minimum allowed by the stan 

dard and codes). 

The thickness of air gap was defined taking into account two opposite r~ 
quirements: to facilitate the air circulation in summer and to oppose the 
natural convection heatflow in winter. Therefore it was fixed equal to 6 
cm. The three afore described solutions have the same thermal mass; a 12 
cm thick concrete panel which is placed Inward and acts as bearing ele
ment. 
In figure 1 the three wall typologies, which the test cells were equipp
ed with, are shown. 

Figure I: Tested components 

. 20 "' 

.. 1 ?() 40 hf')..., 
~-f jv_vf-

[J 
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3. Experimental set-up 

The test cell evaluates the performance of a fa~ade component simulating 
realistic working conditions. The CONPllOEBUS test cells (see figure 2) s.!_ 
mulate an ambient with the following characteristics: 
- internal size: ) . 2 x 6 x 3.2 II (m) 
- reduced heat exchange through Est and West wall, floor, and ceiling, in 

order to simulate a central module of a building 
- North wall with variable transmittance (by means of additional insula! 

Ion) in order to simulate a "North-South tube" of this building 
- the internal air may be conditioned both in winter and summer, and the 

electric or thermal consumptions of auxiliary devices are measured. 

lo. Method of approach 

Two different types of measurement have been performed for the evaluat

ion of the components (3, 4, 5): 

a. Direct measurement of heat fluxes. This measurement was relatively sim 
ple because the component surface is opaque to solar radiation and qu.!_ 
te homogeneous. Both flux meters and surface temperature sensors were 

used. 

b. Comparative measurements. They "1ere performed when the relative advan
t_;igr. of <>:Jch sr.lr.cl:r.cl soluUon rr.,;pr.ct to lhP. others was rr.<Jllirec1. /\11-

xiliary heating consumption in winter and internal air temperatures 
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and temperature difference in summer are the measured parameters . 

5. Results 

5.1 Comparison of test cell losses 

The three test cells, equipped with an identical South wall (12 cm thick 
concrete slab) were kept at the same temperature and the auxiliary heat

ing consumptions compared. 
The differencesamong cells were within 2%. 

5.2 lleating season performance 

The thermal performance of the three components may be presented in a gr~ 
phical form, where the ratio of the daily integrated South wall flux th
rouRh the component (Qu) to th<' solar daily irradiation (If) is reportl'd 
Jn the y-axis, and the amount of "degree-hours" of the day (IJ'l'IJ• ) dlvid 
ed by the daily solar irradiation (II) is reported in the x-axis. 
Figure 3 shows the curve obtained for cell number !. 

The best linear fits to the experimental data are: 

Cell Qu/H 0.0014 - 0.55 (DTDi /H) 

Cell 2 Qu/11 o.oozo - 0.56 (DTD • /If) 

Cell 3 Qu/11 O.OOJO 0.119 ( J)TIJ l /If) 

- The y-axis intercept, representing the equivalent "solar factor" is very 
small, because the walls are opaque and well Insulated. 

- The UL values, represented by the slope of the curves, are approxlma1£_ 
ly the same for the thr~e walls. 

- 001-

Qu/H 
·-00 2· 

- 0.0J 

- 0.04 

-o.o 
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·0.011 I 
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FIRurr. 3: Th.,1·mal perform~nc" of 
compottPnl No. l 
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walls has been measured in two diff~ 
The heat flux through the ventilated . the air gap slits 

h . ap slits open, or with 
rent conditions, with t e air g lits were closed showed an average 
closed. The values when the air gap s 
reduction of the heat losses of about 137.. 

h t . evolution of the internal · external air 
F. e t, shows t e ime h 

igur and of the heat flux through the North and Sout 
re difference 
a sequence of clear days. 

temper at~ 
walls, in 

kept at 25.c in order to obtain a 
The temperature of the te1st cell was between internal and ex-
sufficiently high winter tempera 

ture difference 

ternal air. 
The curves exhibit the following features: b i ter 

Variat
ion of the temperature difference etween n -

a) the strong daily 
l i (f om I to 16"C) 

nal and externa a r r ( . lated wall: only concr~ 
1 f the North heat flux not tnsu 

b) the preva ence o 
te 120 mm thick) over the South one South heat flux and those of 

(about t, hours); for the c) the delay time between the peaks of the 
the internal-external temperature difference 
North wall this delay is less than 1 hour. 

24 

_ .._._.---~--

ta Zf AUGU~1 

Figure lo: Jt,,;1 t_ flux anrl al r 
temperature diff~ 
rences in winter 

Figure 5: Air temperatures in 
surmner 

5.3 Summer performance 

without air conditioning, with the internal tem
The tests have been run 
perature fluctuating freely. 
The following measurements have been performed: 

- the 
an cl 

- the 

surface temperatures 
of the South walls both on the air gap inner 

outer sides (for test. cells number 1 

temper;it11n• of tlw sunlit South w:il 1 

ancl 2) 
of cell number 3 
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- the temperature of the air inside the test cells. 

The following results have been obtained on the basis of several test days 
from end June to August: 

- The surface temperature of the internal side of the air-gap (test cell 
number 1 and 2) is lower than the external surface temperature of the 
South wall in the cell number 3: the mean daytime increase of the wall 
surface temperature above the air temperature, caused by the solar ra
diation. is reduced by 507. because of the shading by the ventilating 
wall. 
No significant differences have been noticed between the two ventilat
ed walls. 

- The total daytime heat flux through the South wall is reduced by about 
257. in the test cells with ventilated wall, compared with the flux in 
the cell number 3. 

- The reduction of the daytime air temperature inside the test cells num 
her 1 and 2 respect to the cell number 3 Is very moderate. The varia
tion Is small also with the North wall well insulated. Figure S shows 
the external air temperature and the air temperature Inside test cells 
number I and 3; the temperature difference between the test cells Is 
always less than l"C. 

The following considerations may explain the small temperature difference 
between the test cells: 
1) In the three test cells, the South thermal flux Is strongly :it tenuat

ed because of the relatively large thickness of the insulation. 
2) The contribution of the other walls to the heat exchanges is not ne

gligible. 

6. Conclusions 

The comparison among the three fa~ade components has pointed out: 

a moderate improvement of the winter thermal performance of the venti
lated walls, if the ventilation slits are kept closed; 

a reduction of the daytime heat flux through the ventilated walls in 
sununer; 

a noticeable reduction of the temperature peaks on the Insulating sur
face due to the ventilating walls; 

a substantial equivalence of the therm:il performance of the two v!'nti
l:itcd walls. 
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The solution having the G. R.C. ventilating wall has greater costs than 
the concrete ventilating wall, not justified by better performances.H£ 
reover, a further saving can derive from the utilization of cheaper i~ 
sulating materials with ventilated walls , since the exposure conditio
ns in this case are less severe than those experienced by a conventio
nal external curtain insulation. 

Although the relative weight of the cooling load due to opaque walls is 
small compared to the other cooling loads of a building, the advantages 
of the ventilated wall are remarkable, namely for the reduction of the 
peak loads, which effect the sizing of the cooling units . It is also in 
teresting the possible application of the concrete ventilating walls 
for the retrofit of existing buildings . 
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